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� Intent Role Oriented Query Parsing
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Key Idea: Modifier graph is decomposable into clusters with strong intra-
cluster interaction and relatively weak inter-cluster interaction. Each
modifier cluster reasonably represents a possible subtopic.

The modifier associations among 游戏 (game), 小说 (fiction) and 阅读

(reading) based on SogouQ are computed as:
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Modifier matrix 游戏(game) 小说(fiction) 阅读(reading)

游戏 (game) × 7:78:20 1:13:1

小说 (fiction) 7:78:20 × 700:993:3637

阅读 (reading) 1:13:1 700:993:3637 ×

小说 (fiction) and 阅读 (reading) are strongly interacted (with a value of
0.9991). 游戏 (game) and 小说 (fiction)，游戏 (game) and 阅读 (reading)
are weakly interacted. When performing graph clustering, we tend to
group 小说 (fiction) and 阅读 (reading) into one cluster, and group 游戏

(game) into another cluster. Due to the same kernel-object, the modifiers
阅读 (reading), 游戏 (game) and 小说 (fiction) are positive indicators
reflecting 哈利波特 (Harry Potter) oriented subtopics. Moreover, the co-
session and co-click information are commonly interpreted as wisdom of
crowds about search result preference and relevance [2-3]. It is
reasonable to deduce that the two clusters indicate different subtopics, as
well as the subtopics expressed by their parent subtopic strings.

� Modifier Graph Clustering

The corresponding modifier graph is:

Subtopic String Intent Role Annotation SogouQ

Harry Potter game ko: Harry Potter     mo: game
In 

SogouQ

Harry Potter fiction ko: Harry Potter     mo: fiction
In 

SogouQ

Harry Potter reading ko: Harry Potter     mo: reading
Not in 

SogouQ

游戏 (game)

小说 (fiction) 阅读 (reading)
0.9991

0.0313 0.0049

Subtopic-1

Subtopic-2

Table 1. Intent role annotation for subtopic strings

Table 2. Modifier associations (co-parent : co-session : co-click)

Figure 1. Modifier graph clustering


